
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS #8023 IRONING CENTER 

Preparing Opening for Installing Ironing Center:

Be sure to maintain a minimum of 7” width, 23” of depth and 63” of height (see installation 
specifications) 

If the opening is greater than 63” high you must install a filler piece, either at the top, 
bottom, or both.  If you wish to have the finished ironing board surface to be higher than 
30” above the cabinet bottom, then place the filler at the bottom, according to your desired 
finished height.  Important! Be sure to maintain 63” between the top and bottom 
mounting surfaces.

Prepare the ironing center by installing the provided screw hook (Figure 1) in the 1/16” 
pilot hole, leaving 1” exposed (Do Not install any deeper than 1” or the screw will poke 
through the side of the unit!) 

Toggle Installation:

Install ¼” carriage bolt through provided ¼” hole and seating it in the square mortise.  
Place washer in wood toggle and place toggle on bolt (Figures 2, 3 & 4) with the long side of 
the toggle extending forward, while the short side extends downward.  Install Nylock nut 
up to the washer, being sure to leave toggle loose enough to move freely. 

Slide Installation:

Remove the single top slide from the center bottom of bottom slide block (temporarily 
attached to the block for safe shipping), and mount the top slide to the top of the opening 
(Figures 5 & 6) with (4) #8 x 5/8” screws. Set back the top slide ¼” from the cabinet 
face, with the center line 3 ½” from the inside forward side of the cabinet opening.  
Place the bottom slide in cabinet opening (Figures 7 & 8), flush with cabinet face.
Mount with (12) #8 x 5/8”screws.  Mount slide block fully to the forward side (i.e. left side 
for 8023L and right side for 8023R) of the cabinet opening. 

Installing the Ironing Center:  

Place the ironing center on the bottom slide block with the open side of the unit to the left 
for 8023L, or right, for 8023R.  Be sure that the stability latch toggle is facing inside of the 
cabinet opening.  Align the ironing center unit inside of the cabinet opening, flush with the 
front of the cabinet and ½” from open face side (Figures 9 & 10).  Pull out the base and 
install (4) 1 5/8” gold-toned screws in base of unit to the base block (Figure 11). 

Extend the top slide (Figure 12) and mount with (6) #8 x 7/16” top slide mount screws, 
being sure to align the slide flush with the face and on the center line of the pull out.
Finish by mounting your own door and handle, as desired (Figures 13 & 14). 


